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In this paper we relate the geometric structure of the quasi-state space A*1, + of
a JB-algebra A to the algebraic structure of A. We prove that each non-empty
w*-closed face F of A*1, + coincides with the set of elements of A* that attain their
norms at a closed projection p in A**, uniquely determined by F. When A is unital,
we establish an order anti- isomorphism between the complete lattice of w*-closed
faces of A*1, + and the complete lattice of norm-closed inner ideals of A. These
results are known for the special case when A is the self-adjoint part of a
C*-algebra. The proofs use associative techniques and the GelfandNaimark
representation. In the general case such techniques are not available, and it is
necessary to introduce new techniques including the use of a new inequality of
CauchySchwarz type for elements of A*.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the relationship between the algebraic structure of various
normed algebras and the geometric structure of their closed unit balls has
been a subject of considerable interest for the past fifty years [117, 19, 24].
JB-algebras, a generalization of the self-adjoint parts of C*-algebras, are
natural objects to study in this regard. For example, Braun, Kaup, and
Upmeier proved in [10, Theorem 3.3] that JB-algebras coincide with those
real Banach spaces that posess a symmetric cone (also see [18, 3.9]).
A face F of a convex set C is a convex subset of C such that, for all x
in F, y, z in C, and t in (0, 1), if x=ty+(1&t) z then y and z lie in F. The
empty subset of C and C itself are faces of C. A face of C that is nether
empty nor equal to C is said to be a proper face of C. An extreme point of
C is a point x in C such that [x] is a face of C. Extreme points are
minimal elements of the partially ordered set of faces of C.
In this paper, we will begin an investigation of the facial structure
associated with a JB-algebra A. In particular, we will classify the w*-closed
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faces containing zero of the quasi-state space Q(A) in terms of the algebraic
structure of A. These results are used in [22] to determine the norm closed
faces of A1 , A1, +, and the w*-closed faces of A1*.
The second dual A** of the JB-algebra A is a JBW-algebra in which A
can be canonically embedded as a w*-dense subalgebra [25, Theorem 1.4].
Because JB-algebras, in general, contain no symmetries, partial isometries,
or projections, it is necessary to describe the facial structure of the closed
unit balls in A and A* by means of certain symmetries, partial isometries,
and projections in A**.
A study of the facial structure of the closed unit ball A1 in a JBW-
algebra A and that of the closed unit ball A
* , 1
in its predual A
*
was
carried out by Edwards and Ru ttimann in [13]. Their investigations made
use of two mappings relating the facial structure of A
* , 1
to that of A1 . For
each subset F of A
* , 1
and each subset G of A1 , let
F $=[a # A1 : ,(a)=1, \, # F], G$=[, # A* , 1 : ,(a)=1, \a # G].
They showed in [13, Theorem 4.1] that every w*-closed face G of A1 is an
order interval [2p&1, 1&2q], where p and q are orthogonal projections in
A, and [13, Theorem 4.4] that every proper norm-closed face F of A
* , 1
is
of the form [ p&q]
$
=conv([ p]
$
_ &[q]
$
), where p and q are orthogonal
projections in A. Furthermore, the order interval [2p&1, 1&2q] coincides
with ([ p&q]
$
)$. It follows that the complete lattice of partial isometries in A
is order isomorphic to the complete lattice of norm-closed faces of A
* , 1
and
anti-order isomorphic to the complete lattice of w*-closed faces of A1 . From
these results it can be seen that every w*-closed face of the positive part A1, +
of the unit ball in A is of the form [ p, 1&q] for two orthogonal projections in
A, and every norm-closed face of the positive part Q
*
(A) of the unit ball in A
*
,
containing zero, is of the form conv([ p]
$
_ [0]) for some projection p in A.
Furthermore, every norm-closed face of the set S
*
(A) of elements of Q
*
(A) of
norm one is of the form [ p]
$
for some projection p in A, and the mapping
p [ [ p]
$
is an order isomorphism from the complete orthomodular lattice of
projections in A onto the complete lattice of norm-closed faces of S
*
(A). In
[11, Theorem 2.3], Edwards showed that such a complete lattice is also
order isomorphic to the the complete lattice of w*-closed inner ideals in A
by means of the mapping that sends a projection p in A to the range A2( p)
of the Peirce-2 projection corresponding to p.
Every associative JB-algebra A is isometrically isomorphic to the space
of real-valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity on a locally com-
pact Hausdorff space X. One can extend the correspondence to bounded
Borel functions, making the characteristic functions of open, closed, and
compact subsets of X correspond to certain projections in the the JBW-
algebra envelope of A. There are analogous notions of open, closed, and
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compact projections in the JBW-envelope A** of an arbitary JB-algebra A.
Our main result shows that every w*-closed face of the quasi-state space
Q(A) of A, containing zero, is of the form conv([ p]
$
_ [0]) for some
closed projection p in A**.
In the unital case it follows that there exists an anti-order isomorphism
of the complete lattice of w*-closed faces of Q(A) containing zero with the
complete lattice of norm-closed inner ideals of A. Edwards, in [11, 3.3],
showed that the lattice of norm closed inner ideals (referred to as quadratic
ideals in [11]) are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of open projec-
tions in A**. Edwards’s result generalizes the work of Effros and Prosser who,
in [17, 4.8; 24], first classified norm-closed left ideals in a C*-algebra A. The
self-adjoint parts of these ideals are in one-to-one correspondence with norm-
closed inner ideals of the JB-algebra, Asa , of self-adjoint elements of A.
Unfortunately, for a JB-algebra A, the complete lattice of closed projec-
tions in A** is not a sublattice of the lattice of projections in A**. In par-
ticular, the supremum of an arbitrary family of closed projections is not, in
general, closed. Thus, the lattice of closed projections is only defined
indirectly, by means of the correspondence with norm-closed inner ideals of A.
The paper is organized as follows. After a discussion of preliminary
results in Sections 2 and 3, a new inequality, of CauchySchwarz type,
involving elements of the predual of a JBW-algebra, is proved in Section 4.
This is a major constituent of the proofs of our main results in Section 5.
Section 6 is devoted to applications of our results to C*-algebras.
Our study yields an alternative approach to the classification of w*-closed
faces of the quasi-state space Q(Asa) of a C*-algebra A. This was first proved
by Akemann and Pedersen (see [23, 3.10.7, 3.11.10; 3,2.10]). However, their
proofs rely on techniques unavailable to us, for example, the correspondence
between norm-closed left ideals of the C*-algebra A and w*-closed faces of
the quasi-state space, and also the existence of the GelfandNaimark
representation of a C*-algebra as an algebra of bounded linear operators on
a Hilbert space. The proof given here is intrinsic to the abstractly defined
algebraic structure of a JB-algebra. Furthermore, our results are valid for
the more general case of faces of :-invariant subspaces of A*sa , for some
*-anti-automorphism : of A of order two.
2. PRELIMINARIES
An algebra A over the real numbers R, with the product written
(a, b) [ a } b is said to be a Jordan algebra if the following two identities
are satisfied for all elements a and b in A,
a } b=b } a, a } (b } a2)=(a } b) } a2.
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The symmetric triple product on A is defined, for elements a, b, c in A, by
[a b c]=a } (b } c)+c } (a } b)&b } (c } a).
For each element a in A, let La and Qa be the linear operators defined on
A by La(b)=a } b and Qa(b)=[a b a]. Every associative algebra A gives
rise to a Jordan algebra with respect to the multiplication a } b= 12(ab+ba).
In this case the triple product is 12(abc+cba).
For a list of common Jordan identities, with proofs, see [20]. The
following fundamental formula is used extensively. For all a, b, and c lying
in A,
Qa Qb Qa c=QQa bc. (1)
A subspace J of A such that J } AJ is said to be an ideal. A subspace
J of A such that [JAJ]J is said to be an inner ideal. A Jordan algebra
A is said to be unital if there exists a unit in the usual sense. An element
a in a unital Jordan algebra is said to be invertible if there exists an element
b such that a } b=1 and a2 } b=a.
Suppose that A is a real Jordan algebra that is also a real Banach space
such that, for all elements a and b in A, &a } b&&a&&b&. Then A is said to
be a BanachJordan algebra. A JB-algebra is a real Banach-Jordan algebra
such that for all elements a and b in A,
&a&2=&a2&&a2+b2&. (2)
For proofs of basic results about JB-algebras we refer the reader to
[8, 18]. For any element a contained in a unital real Jordan algebra, the
spectrum _A(a) of a is defined to be the set of all real numbers * such that
a&*1 is not invertible in A. As shown in [9, 4.11], for any JB-algebra A,
the unital hull A =AR is a JB-algebra under the spectral norm,
&(a, *)&1=sup [ |+| : + # _A (a, *)], extending the original norm on A. We
also have the following functional calculus. If A is a unital JB-algebra, for
any element a in A there exists an isometric isomorphism 8 from the
smallest JB-subalgebra C(a, 1) containing a and 1 to C(_A(a)) such that
8(a)(*) = *. If A is not unital there is an isometric isomorphism from the
smallest JB-subalgebra C(a) containing a to C0(_A (a)) (see [9, 4.4]).
An element a in a JB-algebra A is said to be positive if it has nonnegative
spectrum. The partial order according to which ab if b&a lies in the
cone A+ of positive elements A+ makes A into a partially ordered vector
space. It is elementary that for any element a in A the operator Qa is
positive.
A linear functional  in A* is said to be positive if (a)0 for all
elements a in A+ . We let A*+ denote the set of positive elements in A* and
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A1* denotes the closed unit ball in A*. The set Q(A)=A*+ & A1* is said to
be the quasi-state space of A. The set S(A) of elements of Q(A) of norm one
is said to be the state space of A. We will sometimes refer to extreme points
of S(A) as pure states.
A JB-algebra A that is the dual of a (necessarily unique) Banach space
A
*
is a said to be a JBW-algebra. We refer to [8, 18, 25] for most basic
results about JBW-algebras. An element  in the predual A
*
of the
JBW-algebra A is said to be positive if (a)0 for each element a in A+ .
A normal state is a positive element of norm one in A
*
. We let A
* , +
denote the set of positive elements of A
*
, A
* , 1
the unit ball in the predual
A
*
, Q
*
(A)=A
* , +
& A
* , 1
the normal quasi-state space of A, and S
*
(A)
the normal state space of A. An element  of A
*
lies in A
* , +
if and only
if (1)=&&, and lies in S
*
(A) if and only if (1)=&&=1. We also have
the following well known Cauchy-Schwartz inequality: For all elements a
and b in A and quasi-states ,
|(a } b)|2(a2) (b2).
Each element a in A has a unique decomposition a=a+&a& where a+
and a& are elements of A+ satisfying the orthogonality condition a+ } a&
=0. Also, for each element  in A
*
there exist unique orthogonal elements
_ and { in A
* , +
such that  = _&{, where by definition _ and { are
orthogonal if &_+{&=&_&{&=&_&+&{&.
The w*-topology on a JBW-algebra A is the weakest topology on A for
which all elements of A
*
are continous. The strong topology on A is the
locally convex topology defined by the family of semi-norms (a2)12,
where  is a normal state. It is clear that strong convergence implies
w*-convergence. It was proven in [8, 4.1] that the operations Lx y and
Qx y are separately continuous in the norm, w*, and strong topologies, and
jointly strongly continuous on bounded nets. As a consequence, the sum of
two strongly convergent bounded nets converges strongly.
Let A be a JB-algebra with dual A* and second dual A**. As shown in
[25, 1.2], A** is a JBW-algebra containing A as a JB-subalgebra. The
algebra A** is said to be the JBW-envelope of A. By [18, 4.5.4], A** has
the same continuous linear functionals in the strong and w* topologies.
Hence, by the geometric HahnBanach theorem, convex sets in A** have
the same strong and w*-closures. It follows that A is dense in its
JBW-envelope A** in the strong and w*-topologies. As shown in [8, 3.9],
the Kaplansky density theorem holds for JB-algebras. That is, the unit ball
of a JB-algebra A is strongly dense in the unit ball of A**.
The basic tools for studying Jordan algebras are idempotents, which we
will refer to as projections. The set of projections in A is denoted by P(A).
Although a JB-algebra may not contain any projections, a JBW-algebra
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has an abundance of them (see [18, 4.2.2]) This allows us to make use of
the following lemma, the algebraic details of which can be found in [18,
2.6.2, 2.6.3].
Lemma 2.1 [Peirce Decomposition]. Let A be a JBW-algebra.
(i) For each element p of the set P(A) of projections in A, define
P2( p)=Qp , P1( p)=2(Lp&Qp), and P0( p)=Q1& p=1&2Lp+Qp . Then
P2( p), P1( p) and P0( p) are w*-continuous, contractive projections onto the
w*-closed subspaces A2( p), A1( p), and A0( p) such that
P2( p)+P1( p)+P0( p)=1, A=A2( p)A1( p)A0( p).
(ii) A2( p) } A0( p)=0, A1( p) } A1( p)A2( p)+A0( p), A2( p) } A1( p)
A1( p), A0( p) } A1( p)A1( p), and [aiaj ak]Ai+k& j ( p) (and is 0 if i+k& j
is not 0, 1, or 2).
(iii) For j equal to 0, 1, or 2, an element aj in Aj ( p) satisfies
Lpa j= 12 ja j .
(iv) For j equal to 0, 1, or 2, the mappings Pj ( p)* on A*, are contrac-tive projections on A
*
, which has a direct sum decomposition
A
*
=A2( p)* A1( p)* A0( p)* , Aj ( p)*=P j ( p)* A*.
Furthermore, if A is the second dual of a JB-algebra, then the projections
Pj ( p)* are w*-continuous.
(v) [a # A2( p)+ : &a&1]=[a # A+ : 0ap]
(vi) With respect to the ordering defined by the relation pq if
p } q= p and the relation p==1& p, P(A) is a complete, orthomodular
lattice.
Proof. The fact that Peirce projections are w*-continuous was shown in
[8, 3.4]. Part (v) is proved in [18, 4.1.13] and (vi) is proved in [8, 4.9].
We only need to show that the Peirce projections are contractive. Since
(2p&1)2=1, it follows, for any x in A, that
&Qp x&=&2p } ( p } x)& p } x&=&(2p&1) } ( p } x)&&2p&1& &p& &x&.
Hence, P2( p) and similarly P0( p) are contractive. For any elements a,b
in A such that a } b=0, let c=max[&a&, &b&]. We have, for all n,
&a+b&=c &(1c) a+(1c) b&=c &((1c) a+(1c) b)2n&2&n
=c &((1c) a)2n+((1c) b)2n&2&nc(2)2&n.
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By letting n tend to infinity we obtain &a+b&c. Now let a2+a1+a0 be
the Peirce decomposition of an element a in A. Then, using Peirce multi-
plication rules and the above discussion,
&a1 &2=&a21&=&P2 a
2
1( p)+P0 a
2
1( p)&&P2( p) a
2
1+a
2
2+P0( p) a
2
1+a
2
0&
=&P2( p) a2+P0( p) a2&max[&P2( p) a2&, &P0( p) a2&]
&a2&=&a&2,
which proves the result.
This paper is mainly concerned with the geometry of the quasi-state
space Q(A) of a JB-algebra A. By viewing Q(A) as the positive unit ball of
the predual of the JBW-algebra A**, much can be seen. Let A be a JBW-
algebra and let  be an element of A
* , +
. There exists a smallest projection
p , the support projection of , in the set of projections p in A such that
( p) is equal to &&. Edwards and Ru ttimann, in [13, 4.3], gave
the following classification theorem for faces of JBW-algebras and
their preduals, which they proved in the categories of GM-spaces and
GL-spaces.
Theorem 2.2. Let A be a JBW-algebra with predual A
*
, let A1 and
A
* , 1
, and A+ and A* , + be the unit balls and positive cones in A and A*,respectively, let A1, + denote A+ & A1 , let Q*(A) be the normal quasi-statespace of A, and let S
*
(A) be the normal state space of A.
(i) A set F in A
* , +
is a norm-closed face of A
* , +
if and only if it
has the form A2( p)* , + for some projection p in A. In this case, p is thew*-limit of the increasing net [ p] # F in A and
F=[ # A
*
: ( p)=&&].
(ii) A subset E of S
*
(A) is a norm-closed face of S
*
(A) if and only
if it has the form [ p]
$
, for some unique projection p in A. Every norm-closed
face of S
*
(A) is norm-exposed and the mapping p [ [ p]
$
is an order
isomorphism from the complete orthomodular lattice P(A) onto the complete
lattice of norm-closed faces of S
*
(A).
(iii) A subset E of Q
*
(A) is a norm-closed face of Q
*
(A) containing
zero if and only if it has the form A2( p)* & Q*(A) for some unique projec-tion p in A. The mapping p [ A2( p)* & Q*(A) is an order isomorphism fromthe complete orthomodular lattice P(A) onto the complete lattice of
norm-closed faces of Q
*
(A) containing zero.
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Corollary 2.3. Let A be a JBW-algebra, let p be a projection in A and
let  be an element of A
* , +
. Then, for i=0 or 2, &&=&Pi ( p)* & if andonly if =Pi*( p) .
Corollary 2.4. Let A be a JBW-algebra with predual A
*
, let Q
*
(A) be
the normal quasi-state space of A, let S
*
(A) be the normal state space of A
and let p be a projection in A. Let F( p) be the set of elements  of Q
*
(A)
for which ( p) coincides with &&. Then, F( p) & S
*
(A) coincides with [ p]
$and
F( p)=A2( p)* & Q*(A)=conv([ p]$ _ [0]).
Proof of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4. For Corollary 2.3 note that since
P2( p)*  is a positive operator,
&P2( p)* &=(Qp 1)=( p).
The result follows from Theorem 2.2 (i). The proof for the case i=0 is
similar. For Corollary 2.4 we see that, by definition, F( p) & S
*
(A) coin-
cides with [ p]
$
. Theorem 2.2 shows that the first equality holds. Suppose
that  lies in conv([ p]
$
_ [0]). Then  is equal to *, for some element ,
in [ p]
$
and some real number * in (0, 1). Thus, && is equal to * and 
lies in Q
*
(A), ( p)=*,( p)=*=&&. Hence,  lies in F( p). Conversely,
suppose that  lies in F( p). Then =*, for some element , in S
*
(A) and
some real number * in (0, 1). Furthermore, ,( p)= 1* ( p)=
*
*=1=&,&. It
follows that , lies in F( p) & S
*
(A) and =(1&*) 0+*,. Consequently, 
lies in conv([ p]
$
_ [0]), as required.
3. NORM-CLOSED INNER IDEALS IN A JB-ALGEBRA
We will now consider the relationship between the lattice of norm-closed
inner ideals of a JB-algebra and certain elements of P(A). Let A be a
JB-algebra with unit ball A1 and positive cone A+ and let A1, + be the
intersection of A1 and A+ . A projection p in the JBW-envelope A** of A
is said to be open if there exists an increasing net [aj] in A1, + with least
upper bound p. A projection p in A** is said to be closed if 1& p is open
in A**.
Let A be a JB-algebra. A real-valued function f on R is said to be
operator monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) on A if for all elements a
and b in A+ such that ab, we have f (a) f (b) (resp. f (a) f (b)). The
following fact is a direct generalization of a result for C*-algebras (see
[23]).
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Lemma 3.1. Let A be a JB-algebra. For all real numbers r in (0, 1], the
function t [ tr is operator monotone increasing.
Proof. For a real number s that is strictly greater than zero, define a
real-valued function fs on (&1s, ) by
fs(t)=s&1(1&(1+st)&1).
By [18, 3.5.3], the process of taking inverses is operator monotone
decreasing for positive elements. It follows that fs is operator monotone
increasing on A+ . Let r be a positive real number. A simple change of
variables gives
|

0
fs (t) s&r ds=|

0
(1&(1+st)&1) s&(r+1) ds
=|

0
(1&(1+u)&1)) u&(r+1)t(r+1)t&1 du
=$tr,
where $ is a positive real number. Let a and b be elements of A+ such that
ab. For all real numbers t in [0, &b&] and =0, there exist a positive
integer n and an equidistant division,
0=s0<s1< } } } <sm=n,
of the interval [0, n] such that
}tr&($m)&1 n :
m
k=1
fsk (t) s
&r
k }=.
Thus, viewing a and b as elements of the unital JBW-algebra A**, we have
br&ar($m)&1n :
m
k=1
( fsk (b)& fsk (a)) s
&r
k &2=1&2=1.
Since = is arbitrary, it follows from the functional calculus applied to the
JB-algebra C(br&ar, 1) generated by br&ar and 1 that br&ar0.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a JB-algebra and let q be a projection in the
JBW-envelope A** of A. Then q is open if and only if
A2**(q) & A
w*=A2**(q).
Proof. Suppose that q is open. Then there exists an increasing net [aj]
in A1, + with least upper bound q, which by Lemma 2.1 (v) is contained in
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A2**(q) & A. Hence, by [8, 4.1], [a j] converges in the w* and strong
topologies to q. Let a be an element in A2**(q) of norm one, and suppose
that [bi] is a net in A1 converging to a. Using the product ordering on
nets, we claim that the bounded net [[aj biak]], which is contained in
(A2**(q) & A)1 , converges strongly to Qqa which is equal to a. Indeed,
since multiplication is jointly strongly continuous on bounded nets, the
nets [aj } ak], [aj } b i], and [ak } bi] converge strongly to q } q, q } a, and
q } a, respectively. Since
[aj bi ak]=(aj } bi) } ak+aj } (bi } ak)&(aj } ak) } bi ,
it follows that the net [[aj biak]] converges strongly to
2q } (q } a)&(q } q) } a=[qaq]=a.
Hence, the unit ball (A**(q) & A)1 in the JB-algebra (A**(q) & A) is
strongly dense in the unit ball in the JBW-algebra A**(q). Therefore,
(A**(q) & A) is strongly dense in A**(q). However, since the strong and
w*-closures of convex sets coincide, it follows that A2**(q) & A
w* coincides
with A2**(q).
Conversely, suppose that A2**(q) & A
w* coincides with A2**(q). Again, it
follows that A2**(q) & A
s
coincides with A2**(q). Applying Kaplansky’s
theorem [8, 3.9] to the JB-algebra
B=A2**(q) & A,
we see that q is the strong limit of a net [aj] contained in B1 . Conse-
quently, the net [a2j ] converges to q in the w*-topology. The net [a
2
j ] is
contained in B1, + and thus, by Lemma 2.1(v), qa2j . Now, define
C=[ra # A1, + : r # R+ , r<1, a # B1, +].
By the above discussion, C is not empty. We claim that q is a w*-limit
point of C. Indeed, let = be a positive number and suppose that  is an
element of A*. Assume that there exists an element j0 such that, for all
j j0 ,
|(q&aj)|=2.
Let * be a real number greater than 1&= but less than 1. Then, for all
j j0 ,
|(q&*aj)|=.
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It follows that q is a w*-limit point of C. Now, let ra and sb be two
elements of C and let c be equal to 12(a+b). By the functional calculus,
aa1n for all positive integers n. Also, by Lemma 3.1, root functions are
operator monotone increasing, and it follows that
aa1n=21n(a2)1n21nc1n.
If n is chosen so large that r21nu<1 and s21nu<1, then
rar21nc1nuc1n, sbs21nc1nuc1n.
By the functional calculus, b1n has norm less than one. Thus, C is upward
filtering, and hence an increasing net indexed by itself. Since C is bounded
above, there exists an element q1 in A** which is a least upper bound for
C. By Lemma 2.1 (v), q is an upper bound for C and hence for all elements
a in C, aq1q. By Lemma 2.1(v), C is contained in A2**(q1)1, + .
However, since q is a w*-limit point of C and A2**(q1)1, + is w*-closed, it
follows that qq1 . Therefore q and q1 coincide and q is open, as required.
In [11, Theorem 3.3], Edwards classified norm-closed inner ideals in a
unital JB-algebra. He defined open projections in the double dual of a
JB-algebra as projections p such that Ker((Qp)*) is w*-closed. By Lemma
3.2 and the bipolar theorem, his definition of open projections agrees with
the definition given in this paper and we can state the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a unital JB-algebra. A norm-closed subspace J of
A is an inner ideal of A if and only if there exists a unique open projection
q in A** such that
J=A2**(q) & A.
Since the set of norm-closed inner ideals in the unital JB-algebra A forms
a complete lattice with smallest element [0] and largest element A,
Theorem 3.3 has the following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a unital JB-algebra with JBW-envelope A**.
Then the set of closed projections in A** forms a complete lattice which is
anti-order isomorphic to the complete lattice of norm-closed inner ideals of A.
The lattice of closed projections in the second dual of a unital JB-algebra
is not a complete sublattice of P(A**). For example, in the JB-algebra
C([0, 1]) of continuous, real-valued functions on the interval [0, 1] in R,
the supremum of an arbitrary family of closed projections is not necessarily
closed. We will see in Section 5, Theorem 5.2, that the set of w*-closed faces
forms a lattice that is order isomorphic to the lattice of closed projections.
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4. THE ABSOLUTE VALUE FOR ELEMENTS IN THE PRE-DUAL
OF A JBW-ALGEBRA
In this section the absolute value for elements of the pre-duals of
JBW-algebras is described and various new results are proved. The results
are applied to the study of JB-algebras in the next section.
While some of the results can be found in [6], the central results,
Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7, do not seem to have appeared before.
Theorem 4.7 will be the main tool used in Section 5 to classify the
w*-closed faces of the dual of a JB-algebra.
Recall that a symmetry of a JBW-algebra is an element s such that s2=1.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be a JBW-algebra with predual A
*
. For each element
 of A
*
, there exists a symmetry s in A1 satisfying
(s)=&&.
Proof. When  is equal to 0, we may choose s to be any symmetry in
A. Therefore, by replacing  by &&, we may assume without loss of
generality that && is equal to 1. Routine verification shows that the set
[]$ is a w*-closed face of A1 . Because []$ is w*-closed and contained
in the w*-compact set A1 , it follows that []$ is w*-compact. By the
KreinMilman theorem, it contains at least one extreme point s. By the
facial property, s is an extreme point of A1 . However, s=(12)(s+
(s2&1)4)+(12)(s&(s2&1)4). Using the functional calculus one sees
that (s\(s2&1)4) has norm at most one. Since s is an extreme point,
s=s&(s2&1)4) and, hence, s2 = 1. Thus s is a symmetry.
Let A be a JBW-algebra and let  be an element of the predual A
*
of
A. Any symmetry s such that (s)=&& is said to be a support symmetry
of . Now suppose  has orthogonal decomposition =_&{. The
absolute value || of  is defined to be _+{.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a JBW algebra with closed unit ball A1 , let  be an
element of its predual A
*
, and let =_&{ be its orthogonal decomposition.
Then, for each support symmetry s of ,
||=(Ls)* .
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that && is equal to
1. Since Ls is w*-continuous, the norm-continuous linear operator (Ls)* on
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A
*
is well defined. Let s be a support symmetry of  and let p equal the
projection (s+1)2 so that s= p&(1& p). Then,
1=(s)=(_&{)( p&(1& p))=_( p)+{(1& p)&{( p)&_(1& p)
_(1)+{(1)&{( p)&_(1& p)=1&{( p)&_(1& p)
By the positivity of P0( p)* _ and P2( p)* {, it follows that (P2( p)* {)(1)={( p)=0=_(1& p)=(P0( p)* _)(1), which implies that P2( p)* {=P0( p)* _=0. Since { is positive and P2(1& p) is a positive operator,
we know that &P2(1& p)* {&={(1& p)={(1)=&{&. Consequently, by
Corollary 2.3, P1( p)* {=0, and, similarly, P1( p)* _=0. Hence,
P2( p)* =_, &P0( p)* ={
and,
=P2( p)* +P0( p)* . (3)
Thus, for all a in A,
(Ls)* (a)=(s } a)=( p } a)&((1& p) } a)
=P2( p)* (a)+
1
2P1( p)* (a)&P0( p)* (a)&
1
2P1( p)*(a)
=(_+{)(a), (4)
as required.
The calculations in the previous proof yield some immediate results for
absolute values, summarized in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let A be a JBW-algebra, let  an element of its
predual A
*
, let || be its absolute value, and let s be a support symmetry of
. Then:
(i) &||&=&&.
(ii) (Qs)* = and (Qs)* ||= ||.
(iii) =(Ls)* ||.
Proof. (i) This follows immediately from the definition.
(ii) From (3) and (4), P1( p)* =P1( p)* ||=0. Thus, for all
elements a in A, by Lemma 2.1(ii),
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(Qsa)= (Qp a+Q1& pa&2[ p a 1& p])
= (Qpa+Q1& pa)
= (Qpa+Q1& pa+2[ p a 1& p])
= (a).
A similar argument applies to ||.
(iii) For any element a in A, by (ii),
(Ls)* || (a)=|| (s } a)=(s } (s } a))=
1
2 (Qs a)+
1
2 (s
2 } a)=(a).
This completes the proof of the corollary.
We will now prove some crucial results about the relationship between
absolute values and Peirce projections. First, we need to describe an
inequality of CauchySchwarz type.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a JBW-algebra with positive cone A+ , and
let  be an element of the normal state space S
*
(A) of A. Then, for all
elements a and c in A, and b in A+ ,
|([abc])|2([aba]) ([cbc]).
Proof. Suppose that * lies in R. Since Qa+*c is a positive operator,
0([a+*c, b, a+*c])=([aba])+2*([abc])+*2([cbc]).
If  ([cbc]) is equal to 0, then, by choosing * to be a sufficiently large
negative number, we obtain  ([abc])=0. Thus the result holds. If
 ([cbc]){0, then by choosing *=& ([abc])( ([cbc]))&1, we see that
| ([abc])|2 ([aba])  ([cbc]), as required.
Note that by setting b equal to the unit 1 in A we obtain the
CauchySchwarz inequality.
Corollary 4.5. Let A be a JBW-algebra, let  be an element of the
normal state space S
*
(A) of A, and let c be an element of A such that  (c2)
is equal to zero. Then, for all elements a and b in A,
 ([a b c])=0,  (a } c)=0.
Proof. For an element b in A, let b+&b& be the polar decomposition
of b. By Proposition 4.4, for elements a and c in A,
| ([a b+ c])| 2 ([a b+ a])  ([c b+ c])
&b+ &2  (a2)  (c2)=0.
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A similar result holds for b& . The first equality follows by linearity. One
obtains the second from the first by choosing b equal to 1.
We will now prove the main results of this section, which are new to
JB-algebra theory.
Theorem 4.6. Let A be a JBW-algebra, let p be a projection in A, and let
 be an element of the Peirce-1 space A1( p)* in the predual A* of A. Then, theabsolute value || of  lies in the set A2( p)* , ++A0( p)* , + . Furthermore,
&P2( p)* || &=&P0( p)* || &=
1
2 &&
Proof. Since the result is trivial when  is equal to zero, without loss
of generality we may assume that  has norm equal to one. Let s be a
support symmetry of  and suppose that s=s2+s1+s0 is the Peirce
decomposition of s with respect to p. Then, using the Peirce multiplication
rules (Lemma 2.1(ii)), we have
p+(1& p)=1=s2=(s22+s
2
1+s
2
0)+2s1 } (s2+s0),
where (s22+s
2
1+s
2
0) lies in A2( p)+A0( p) and 2s1 } (s2+s0) lies in A1( p). It
follows that
2(s2+s0) } s1=P1 ( p)( p+(1& p))=0. (5)
By Lemma 2.1(i), P1( p) is contractive, and, therefore,
&s31&&s1&3&s&3=1.
Since && is equal to one and the unit ball in A is the order interval
[&1, 1], &1(s31)1. Thus, by Corollary 4.3 (ii) and the Peirce multi-
plication rules of Lemma 2.1(ii),
01& (s31)=(s)& (s
3
1)= (s1)& (s
3
1)
= ([s s1 s]&s31)
= ([(s2+s0) s1(s2+s0)])+2 ([(s2+s0) s1 s1]
= ([(s2+s0) s1(s2+s0)])+0
= (2(s2+s0) } ((s2+s0) } s1))& ((s2+s0)2 } s1)
= & ((s2+s0)2 } s1) (by (5))
= & ((s2+s0)2 } s)+ ((s2+s0)2 } (s0+s2))
= & ((s2+s0)2 } s)+0
= &|| ((s2+s0)2)0.
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It follows that
|| ((s2+s0)2)=0. (6)
Then, by (6) and the CauchySchwarz inequality,
| || ((s2+s0) } a1) } (s2+s0))|2|| (((s2+s0) } a1)2) || ((s2+s0)2)=0,
so,
|| (((s2+s0) } a1) } (s2+s0))=0. (7)
Now suppose that a1 is an element of A1 ( p). By the definition of ||
together with (5) and (7),
|| (a1)= (s } a1)= ((s2+s0) } a1) (since s1 } a1 lies in A2( p)+A0( p))
=|| (((s2+s0) } a1) } s)
=|| (((s2+s0) } a1) } s1)+|| (((s2+s0) } a1) } (s2+s0))
=|| (((s2+s0) } a1) } s1)
=|| ([s2+s0 a1 s1]&(s2+s0) } (a1 } s1)+(((s2+s0) } s1) } a1))
=|| ([s2+s0 a1 s1])&|| ((s2+s0) } (a1 } s1)).
By (6) and Corollary 4.5, it follows that || (a1) is equal to zero. Therefore,
for all elements b in A, P1*( p) || (b)=|| (P1 ( p) b)=0, and, hence, || lies
in A2 ( p)*+A0( p)* , as required.
Furthermore, since P2( p)* || is positive,
&P2 ( p)* ||&=(P2 ( p)* || ) (1)
=|| ( p)= (s } p)= (s1 } p)= 12  (s1)=
1
2 &&.
Similarly, &P0 ( p)* ||& is equal to
1
2 &&. This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.7. Let A be a JBW-algebra with predual A
*
, let p be a
projection in A, and let  be a non-zero element of the Peirce-1 space
A1( p)* . Then, for all elements a in A,
| (a)|22 && (P2( p)* || )(a
2).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the norm of 
is equal to 1. Let a=a2+a1+a0 be the Peirce decomposition of a relative
to p. By the CauchySchwarz inequality,
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|(P2( p)* || )(s } a1)|
2(P2 ( p)* || )(s
2)(P2( p)* || )(a
2
1)
=(P2 ( p)* || )(1)(P2 ( p)* || )(a
2
1)
= 12 (P2( p)* || )(a
2
1) (by Theorem 4.6)
 12 (P2( p)* || )(a
2
2+a
2
1+a
2
0) (since P2( p)* ||0)
= 12 (P2( p)* || )((a
2
2+a
2
1+a
2
0)+2(a1 } (a2+a0)))
= 12 (P2( p)* || )(a
2).
However, by Lemma 2.1(ii) and (iii), the left side of the above calculation
becomes
|(P2( p)* || )(s } a1)|
2
=|(P2( p)* || )(s1 } a1)|
2=||| (Qp (s1 } a1))| 2=||| ( p } (s1 } a1))|2
=||| ((s1 } a1)&(( 12 1 } s1) } a1)&(s1 } (
1
2 1 } a1))+( p } (s1 } a1)))|
2
=||| ((s1 } a1)&(( p } s1) } a1)&(s1 } ( p } a1))+( p } (s1 } a1)))|2
=||| ([s1 1 a1]&[s1 p a1] |2=||| ([s1 (1& p) a1])| 2.
It follows from Theorem 4.6 that P1 ( p)* || is equal to zero. Therefore,
| || [s1 (1& p) a1] |2=||| ([(s2+s1+s0) (1& p) a1])|2
=| (s } [s (1& p) a1])|2
=| (12(Qs+1)((1& p) } a1))|2 (definition of Qs)
=| ((1& p) } a1)|2= 14 | (a1)|
2= 14 |(a)|
2,
by Lemma 2.1 (iii). From the above calculations, we see that
| (a)|22P2 ( p)* || (a
2),
as required.
5. W*-CLOSED FACES OF THE DUAL UNIT BALL OF
A JB-ALGEBRA
In this section we will classify the set of w*-closed faces containing zero
in the quasi state space Q(A) of a JB-algebra A. The technique used is to
identify A* with the predual of the JBW-envelope A** of A, in which case
Q(A) can be identified with the normal quasi-state space Q
*
(A**) of A**.
For a subset C (resp. D) of the real Banach space V (resp. V*), the set of
elements x of V* (resp. a of V) vanishing on C (resp. D) is a w*-closed
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(resp norm-closed) subspace of V* (resp. V) which is said to be the
annihilator of C in V* (resp. D in V). By the bipolar theorem, a w*-closed
subspace I of A* coincides with (I0)0. Also, for any subspace J of A, the
bi-annihilator J00 of J in A** coincides with the w*-closure of J when A
is identified with its canonical image in A**.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a JB-algebra and let p be a projection in the
JBW-envelope A** of A such that the unit ball A2*( p)1 in the predual A2*( p)
of the JBW-algebra A2**( p) is w*-closed in A*. Then p is a closed projection.
Proof. Suppose that A2*( p)1 is w*-closed. Then, by the remarks above,
A1**( p)+A0**( p)=((A1**( p)+A0**( p)) & A)00
=(A1**( p)+A0**( p)) & A
w*
=(A1**( p)+A0**( p)) & As (8)
We will now show that A2*( p)+A1*( p) is w*-closed. Suppose that [j] is
a net in (A2*( p)+A1*( p))1 with w*-limit . Since A1* is w*-closed,  is an
element of A1*. For k equal to 0, 1, or 2, let jk denote Pk*( p) j and note
that, by Peirce multiplication,
&jk&&Pk ( p)*& &j&1.
By Theorem 4.7, for an element a in A**,
|j1(a)| 22 &j1& (P2( p)*(|j1 | )(a
2)2(P2( p)* ( |j1 | )(a
2). (9)
By Lemma 4.6, 2P2( p)* ( |j1 | ) lies in A2*( p)1 . By hypothesis, the setA2*( p)1 is w*-closed and, since it is contained in A1*, which is w*-compact,
A2*( p)1 is w*-compact. Passing to a subnet, we may assume that there
exists an element , in A2*( p)1 such that the subnet [2P2( p)* ( |j1 | )] con-
verges in the w*-topology to ,. Then, by (9), for all elements a in
(A1**( p)+A0**( p)) & A, and, for each element j,
|j (a)|2=|j1(a)|22P2( p)* ( |j1 | )(a
2).
Taking limits over j we obtain | (a)|2,(a2). Because a strongly
convergent net in A** is w*-convergent, it follows from (8) that, for all
elements a in A0**( p), |(a)| 2,(a2)=0. Thus, P0*( p) =0 and it follows
that (A2*( p)+A1*( p))1 is w*-closed. Again, using the bipolar theorem we
see that
A0**( p) & A
w*=A0**( p)=A2**(1& p).
Thus, by Lemma 3.2, 1& p is open and p is closed, as required.
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Recall that, by Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.4 for every norm-closed face
F of the quasi-state space Q(A) of A that contains zero, there exists a
unique projection p in the JBW-envelope of A** of A such that F coincides
with the facial support F( p) of p, which is the intersection A2*( p)1, + of the
Peirce-2 space A2*( p) and Q(A), or, equivalently, the convex hull
conv([ p]
$
_ [0]). The first main result identifies those projections that
correspond to such w*-closed faces of Q(A).
Theorem 5.2. Let A be a JB-algebra with dual space A*, JBW-envelope
A** and quasi-state space Q(A). Let p [ F( p) be the order isomorphism of
Lemma 2.4 from the complete orthomodular lattice P(A**) of projections in
A** onto the complete lattice of norm-closed faces of Q(A) containing zero.
Then p is a closed projection if and only if F( p) is a w*-closed face of Q(A).
Proof. Suppose that the face F( p) is w*-closed. Then, being a subset of
the w*-compact unit ball A1* of A, F( p) is also w*-compact. Furthermore,
F( p) coincides with the positive part A2*( p)1, + of the unit ball A2*( p)1 in
the predual A2*( p) of the JBW-algebra A2**( p). One easily sees using the
polar decomposition of elements of A2*( p) that
A2*( p)1=conv(A2*( p)1, + _ &A2*( p)1, +).
It follows that A2*( p)1 is w*-closed and, by Lemma 5.1, the projection p is
closed.
To prove the converse, suppose that p is a closed projection in A** and
let [j] be a net in A2*( p)1, + with w*-limit . Note that if p is closed then
1& p is open. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1(v), there exists an increasing net
[ai] contained in A2**(1& p) & A with least upper bound 1& p. For each
element a in A+ , j (a)0 and, consequently, (a)0. Hence  lies in
A*+ . Since, for all i, (ai)=lim j (ai)=0, it follows that (1& p)=0. The
operator P2( p) is positive and thus P2( p)* is also positive. It follows that
&&=(1)=( p)=P2( p)* (1)=&P2*( p) &.
By Lemma 2.3,  is an element of A2*( p)+ . Since Q(A) is w*-closed,  is
an element of A2*( p)1, + and thus A2*( p)1, + is w*-closed. By Corollary 2.4,
A2*( p)1, + is the face F( p) of Q(A) and the proof is complete.
In the case in which the JB-algebra A is unital, the state space S(A) is
w*-compact and it follows from Theorem 2.2 that there is an order
isomorphism F [ F & S(A) from the set of w*-closed faces of Q(A) con-
taining zero onto the set of w*-closed faces of S(A). This observation and
Theorem 3.3 lead to the following result. We denote by D0 (resp. D0) the
annihilator in A (resp. A*) of the set D in A* (resp. A).
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Theorem 5.3. Let A be a unital JB-algebra with dual A*, and let A+
and A*+ be the positive cones in A and A*, respectively. The map
F [ F0 & A+&F0 & A+ is an anti-order isomorphism from the complete
lattice of w*-closed faces F of the positive part A*+ of the dual A* of A onto
the complete lattice of norm-closed inner ideals J of A. Its inverse is the map
J [ J0 & A*+ .
Proof. Let F be a w*-closed face of A*+ . For each element , in F,
,= 12 (2,)+
1
2 0. Hence, zero lies in F and F & Q(A) is a w*-closed face of
Q(A) containing zero. By Theorem 5.2, F coincides with the set A2*( p)+ ,
for some closed projection p in A**. Suppose that a is an element of A+
such that (a)=0 for all elements  in A2*( p)+ . Let a=a2+a1+a0 be the
Peirce decomposition of a relative to p. As in [4, 2.2], the JBW-algebra
A2**( p) can be represented as the space of bounded real-valued affine
functions on A2*( p)1, + that vanish at zero. Hence, it follows that the space
A2*( p)+ separates points of A2**( p). Therefore, a2 is equal to zero. Also,
using the functional calculus on a3, we see that for all  in A2*( p)+ ,
0(a3)(&a&2 a)=0.
Consequently, using Peirce multiplication, we obtain
0=P2( p) a3=P2( p)(a1+a0)3=[a1 a0 a1].
Thus, by the positivity of the Q operator,
0Qa1 a=Qa1 a1+Qa1a0=Qa1 a1=a
3
1 ,
which, by Peirce mulitiplication rules, lies in A1**( p). Therefore, by func-
tional calculus, a31 has a square root b in A**. Let b=b2+b1+b0 be the
Peirce decomposition of b relative to p. Then, since a31 lies in A1**( p),
0=(P2( p)+P0( p))(a31)=b
2
2+b
2
1+b
2
0 .
Since, b20 , b
2
1, and b
2
2 are positive, it follows that b
2
2 , b
2
1 , and b
2
0 are all equal
to zero. By the functional calculus, b2 , b1 and b0 are equal to zero and,
hence, a31 is equal to zero. A further application of the functional calculus
shows that a1 is equal to zero, which implies that a is an element of
A0**( p)+ & A. Hence, F0 & A+&F0 & A+ is contained in A0**( p) & A.
Since the reverse containment is obvious, by Theorem 3.3, F0 & A+&F0 &
A+ is a norm-closed inner ideal in A.
Now suppose that J is a norm closed inner ideal of A. By Theorem 3.3,
J coincides with A2**(1& p) & A for some unique closed projection p in
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A**. Suppose that  is an element of (J0) & A*+ . Then, =P2( p)* +
P1( p)* . Also, since P2( p) is a positive operator, P2( p)*  lies in A*+ .
Thus,
&&=(1)=P2( p)* (1)+P1( p)* (1)=P2( p)* ( p)=&P2( p)* &.
It follows, by Corollary 2.3, that J0 & A*+ is contained in A2*( p)+ . The
reverse containment is obvious, and it follows from Theorem 5.2, that
J0 & A*+ is a w*-closed face of A*+ . The desired result now follows from
Corollary 3.4 and the fact that, by Theorem 5.2, the map p [ F( p) is an
order isomorphism from the lattice of closed projections of A** to the
lattice of norm-closed faces of Q(A) that containin zero.
6. APPLICATIONS TO C*-ALGEBRAS
Recall that the self-adjoint part Asa of a C*-algebra A is a JB-algebra,
the dual of which is the self-adjoint part of the dual of A, and the
JBW-envelope of which is the self-adjoint part of the W*-envelope of A. In
particular, the quasi-state space Q(Asa) and state space S(Asa) of the
JB-algebra Asa coincide with the quasi-state space and state space of the
C*-algebra A. The new results proved in Section 4 are also new for
C*-algebras. For example, Theorem 4.7 gives the following inequality of
CauchySchwarz type.
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a W*-algebra with predual A
*
, let p be a projec-
tion in A, and let  be a self-adjoint element of A
*
, with absolute value ||,
such that, for all elements a in A,
( pap)=((1& p) a (1& p))=0.
Then for all elements a in A,
|(a*a)|22 || ( pa*aa*ap).
The results of Section 5 are already known for the self-adjoint part of a
C*-algebra, but the proofs given in this paper depend only on the intrinsic
algebraic and topological structure of the C*-algebra, and do not depend
upon, for example, the GelfandNaimark representation of a C*-algebra as
an algebra of operators on a Hilbert space.
One example of a JB-algebra is the family of n_n real symmetric
matrices equipped with the operator norm. To obtain a natural generaliza-
tion, consider a C*-algebra A along with a *-anti-automorphism : of A of
order two. The set H (Asa , :) of self-adjoint elements a of A for which :(a)
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and a coincide, with the restricted norm and Jordan multiplication, forms
a JB-algebra. It is unital if A is unital.
Lemma 6.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, with dual A* and W*-envelope A**,
and let Asa , A*sa , and Asa** be the self-adjoint parts of A, A*, and A**,
respectively. Let : be a *-anti-automorphism of A of order two, let H(Asa , :)
be the JB-algebra of elements of Asa fixed by :, let H(A*sa , :*) be the space
of elements of A*sa fixed by the adjoint :* of :, and let H(Asa**, :**) be the
JBW-algebra of elements of Asa** fixed by :**. Then:
(i) the GL-space H(A*sa , :*) is isomorphic to the GL-space
H(Asa , :)*;
(ii) the JBW-algebra H(Asa**, :**) is isomorphic to the JBW-algebra
H(Asa , :)**.
Proof. Observe that, since : and :** are *-anti-automorphisms, :, :*
and :** are isometries, the last two being w*-homeomorphisms. Let  be
an element of H(Asa , :)* and let ! be the unique :-invariant functional
(12)(+:*) extending . Then,
&!& 12 &&+
1
2 &&.
Since && is no larger than &!&, it follows that &&=&!&. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), let a be an element in the JBW-algebra H(Asa , :)**. Then,
there exists a net [aj] in H(Asa , :) such that, for all  in H(Asa , :)* (which
coincides with H(A*sa , :*)), the net [(aj)] converges to (a). Since :** is
w*-continuous,
(:(a))=lim (:(aj))=lim (aj)=(a).
Because H(Asa , :)* separates points in H(Asa , :)**, it follows that :**(a)
is equal to a. Thus, since H(Asa , :)** naturally embeds in Asa**, it follows
that H(Asa , :)** naturally embeds in H(Asa**, :**). Conversely, every
element a in H(Asa**, :**)* has the property that :**(a) is equal to a.
Since :** is w*-continuous, and since there exists a net [aj] in Asa such
that [aj] converges to a in the w*-topology, it follows that the net
[ 12 (aj+:**(a j)] converges to a in the w*-topology. Hence,
H(Asa**, :**)H(Asa , :)
w*=H(Asa , :)**,
and (ii) follows.
By virtue of Lemma 6.2, Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 give the following results
about the JB-algebra H(Asa , :). We retain the notation of Lemma 6.2.
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Theorem 6.3. A subset F of the positive unit ball H(A*sa, 1, + , :*) in
H(A*sa , :*) is a proper w*-closed face containing zero if and only if it is of
the form
[ # H(A*sa , :*)1 : ( p)=&&],
where p is a closed projection in H(A**, :**), uniquely determined by F.
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a unital C*-algebra. There exists an order
anti-isomorphism
F [ F0 & H(Asa, + , :)&F0 & H(Asa, + , :)
from the complete lattice of w*-closed faces F of the positive part
H(A*sa, 1, + , :*) of the dual unit ball H(A*sa, 1 , :*) of H(Asa , :) onto the
complete lattice of norm-closed inner ideals J of H(Asa , :). Its inverse is
given by
J [ J0 & H(A*sa, 1, + , :*).
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